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EXPECT
8-29-14 
HH)   bear witness;   tell of My Progression;   now, you understand;  no assuming;   not even 
among the Chosen;   expect because of your right eye;   expect;   allow its increase, expansion;   
now, move forward;   you may lift now;   [I lifted silence and immediately could feel something in 
my hands.]   the witness;   [It began increasing and expanding.]   far reaching;   [after a few 
minutes]   up for My blessing;   I bless, I bless;   [I could feel His blessing covering my hands 
and then moving on down my up stretched arms on past my elbows and then to my upper 
arms.]   It is done;   let it flow;   that they may grasp the fullness of My understanding;

11-01-14 
HH)   time of preparation;   (I saw clouds with a reddish cast.)   much ado in My skies;   
watch;   pray;   be not a broken record;   We must move forward;   encourage them to 
move forward;   let them not hinder;    understand, let them not;    now step by step 
forward;    growth coming, 
tremendous growth;   expect it;   not what they think;   full of life;   now prepare your 
hearts for what's coming; 

5-03-15
HP)  progress';   keep progressing and increasing your measures;   faith, faith, faith 
must increase;   use it;   use it;   use, expect;   use, expect;   tender Mercies flow

5-08-15
HP)   I shall reveal;   in My timing;   expect;   much to expect;   so close;   so much to 
do;   My Chosen, My Chosen;  stay, stay, stay close to Me;   adhere to My warnings;   
My words;   shut Me not off;   shut Me not out;   understand;   ever so crucial;   keep 
eyes and ears alert;   alert, alert;   must  

5-09-15
HP)   let Me stir you within;   (DDDR)   be not amazed;   expect;   note every detail;   
forget not;   sense the excitement;   My host is excited;   expect, expect

5-12-15
HH)     you must expect;   I expect;  
 
5-14-15
HP)   let no sheep be lost;   tend;   nurture;   find them;   save them;   hesitate not;   
forget not to  expect;   so much yet  to do;   prepare for them;   multitudes;   be mentally 
prepared;   the vastness must not be allowed to overwhelm;   prepare, My Chosen, 
prepare
HH)   expect greater increase;   greater increase in all areas, all matters;   My Chosen 
must expect;   truly expect;   trust Me and expect;   expecting is an action of the brain;   
use it;    use it;   constantly for Our purposes;   idleness creates nothing but more 
idleness;   expecting is more than saying that you expect;   expectation involves looking, 
searching, checking, analyzing;  get the increase;   understand;   now, expect, increase

10-01-16
HP)  abundant, abundant;   draw from My abundance;   well done;   your job;   expect;   
expect;   expect and it shall be
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